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Underwater Mermaids 
Resin Necklace

BY STEPHANIE GARD BUSS

3

Contrary to what you might think, the unexpected is one of the 
features that made the House of Fabergé so great. Certainly that 
fabled jeweler is well known for opulence, fine craftsmanship 
and, among some, for clever marketing as well, but there is also 
his famous “surprise”: an inconspicuous but ingenious little detail 
for the owner to discover and delight in knowing about that 
would be invisible to everybody else. 

Surprises don’t have to be secret to be effective, though. 
The element of the unexpected that is at the heart of today’s 
mixed media jewelry also makes it memorable, refreshing, and 
fun. Working any variety of materials into earrings, necklaces, 
bracelets, or rings could qualify as making mixed media jewelry, 
but to most of us it suggests combining some traditional jewelry 
materials with some nontraditional materials as well. Leather 
jewelry, paper jewelry, coin jewelry, fabric jewelry or textile 
jewelry, ribbon jewelry, glass tile jewelry, ceramic jewelry, and so 
on all include a material that is common elsewhere but not in 
jewelry. Add a bit of silver or a glimmering amethyst cabochon 

to the mix, and it simply underscores how unexpected the 
other medium is. 

In this mixed media jewelry eBook, you’ll find eight jewelry 
making projects with complete tool and material lists and 
illustrated step-by-step instructions for incorporating inexpensive 
paper, silk bows, leather cording, pressed flowers, a wood bangle, 
Scrabble tiles, pearls, silver dangles, sari ribbon, recycled metal, and 
more into collages and other designs that are lovely, whimsical, 
affordable, and easy to make — and easy to adapt into something 
even more personal, more technically challenging, or both. So 
dive right in and create your own mixed media jewelry with your 
favorite materials and found objects today!

Merle White
Editorial Director, Jewelry, & Editor-in-Chief,
Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist
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Underwater Mermaids  
Resin Necklace

Create a seascape in a bezel
BY STEPHANIE GARD BUSS

when i received these mermaid images from nunn design, i knew i wanted to make 
something that captured the dreamy feeling of being underwater. with a few 

pigments and a couple of layers of resin, i was able to create a kind of seascape in a bezel. 
Here’s how to do it.
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STEP 1 Cut your image from the collage sheet. Glue it in the bezel  
setting, then coat with glue or sealant to seal the image. Set aside to dry. 

STEP 2 Using eye pins or wire, link glass pearls together into a chain until 
they are the length you want for your necklace. Attach the toggle clasp 
at each end.

STEP 3 String a pearl onto a head pin, add a bead cap, and finish with a 
loop on top. String a small pearl onto a head pin and finish with a loop on 
top. Attach a small jump ring to the conch shell. Slip all three charms onto 
a larger jump ring. This will drop from the bottom of your bezel pendant.

STEP 4 When glue is dry on the image, dip a small paintbrush into your 
pigment powder. Here I wanted to create depth around the image, so I 
used the darkest color in the crevice, then a richer blue around the image. 
This is totally freestyle — do what you wish.

STEP 5 When you are happy with your image, it’s time for resin. Mix  
two-part resin according to manufacturer’s instructions. Gently pour into 
the bezel but not all the way to the top. Allow the resin to set for about 
30 minutes; then carefully sprinkle glass glitter where you want it and 
allow it to finish curing overnight. If you put the glitter in while the resin  
is still very liquid, it wants to draw itself together into a clump.

STEP 6 After leaving it to cure overnight, mix another small batch of resin 
and finish filling the bezel so it domes nicely. Also, if you don’t cover the 
glitter with this second layer of resin, the edges of the glitter will poke out 
of the resin and be scratchy.

STEP 7 Finish your necklace by attaching the pendant to the pearl bead 
chain and attach the charms to the bottom loop of the bezel with a 
jump ring.

STEPHANIE GARD BUSS makes her jewelry in a studio near the St. 
Croix river in Stillwater, Minnesota, where she also sells vintage jewelry 
components that she’s scavenged from estate sales and old warehouses. 
She's a member of the Nunn Design Innovation creative team. Find more 
about her at maxandlucie.etsy.com

Materials
Nunn Design sterling silver Grande Pendant Circle 
Nunn Design Bathing Beauties collage sheet
Nunn Design sterling silver conch charm
Nunn Design sterling silver ring toggle
Nunn Design sterling silver twig toggle bar
Nunn Design silver filigree bead cap
epoxy resin
silver jump rings
silver head pins
silver eye pins or wire
pearl beads
JACQUARD-Pearl Ex Powdered 
Pigments Series 2 glass glitter
glue or paper sealant

Tools
Scissors
Wire cutters
Round or chain nose pliers
Small paintbrush

Sources
Nunn Design jewelry components:  
NunnDesign.com; JACQUARD-Pearl  
Ex Powdered Pigments Series 2:  
archiversannex.com; glass glitter:  
archiversannex.com
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Home Sweet 
Home Pendant
BY ELLENE MCCLAY

this necklace’s pretty little pendant features a 
bucolic country-home vignette made by apply-

ing collage techniques to a wooden scrabble tile, 
then drilling a tiny hole in the top. to finish, hang 
the pendant from a delicate chain.

TiP
Always be careful when using 
power tools. Wear protective 
eyewear and watch your 
fingers!

Materials

  1 wood 19×21mm Scrabble tile
  1 antique brass 6×10mm lobster clasp 

  2 antique brass 4mm jump rings
  1 antique brass 6mm jump ring

   decorative paper in ivory with tiny text, dark green,    
light green, pink, and light blue 

 white craft glue
 varnish
 fine sandpaper

Tools

 pencil
 scissors
 paper hole punch
 small paintbrush
 Dremel tool with small drill bit
 piece of scrap wood
  2 pairs of chain- or flat-nose pliers
 wire cutters

F i n i s H e d  s i z e :  1 8 "

orIgInally publIshed In handcrafted jewelry, 2009

17-3⁄4" of antique brass 2 × 3mm flat oval chain

1 antique brass 24-gauge 1-1⁄2" eye pin

http://www.jewelrymakingdaily.com
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Make tHe PeNdaNt

 STEP 1: Prepare the Scrabble tile: Sand the 
blank side of the Scrabble tile—this will 
allow the paper to adhere better to the tile 
(fig. 1).
 
STEP 2: Cut out the paper sky: Place 
the tile on the light blue paper and trace 
around it with a pencil (fig. 2). This will 
become the sky of your tiny collage. Use 
scissors to cut along the pencil mark (fig. 3). 
Trim the paper, if necessary, so that it fits on 
top of the tile with a tiny border of the tile 
still visible.

 STEP 3: Cut out the paper hill: Place the sky 
cutout on top of the dark green paper and 
use the pencil to trace around the bottom 
edge of the sky cutout (fig. 4). Use the 
pencil to draw the rest of your hill, then use 
scissors to cut along the pencil mark. 

 STEP 4:  Cut out the paper tree trunk: Use the 
pencil to draw a tiny tree-trunk shape on the 
light green paper (fig. 5). Use scissors to cut 
along the pencil mark.

STEP 5: Punch out the paper treetop: Use the 
hole punch to punch out a hole in the pink 
paper (fig. 6).

STEP 6: Cut out the paper house: Use the 
pencil to draw a tiny house shape on the ivory 
paper with tiny text. Use the scissors to cut 
along the pencil mark (fig. 7).
 
STEP 7: Assemble the collage: Use the craft 
glue to adhere the sky cutout to the sanded 
side of the Scrabble tile (fig. 8). Use the craft 
glue to adhere the hill cutout to the bottom of 
the tile (fig. 9) and the house and tree cutouts 
on top of the hill. Let dry.

4

2 31
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 STEP 8: Seal the collage: Use the paintbrush 
to apply a coat of varnish over the finished 
collage (fig. 10). Let dry.

STEP 9: Drill a hole in the tile: Place the 
Scrabble tile on the piece of scrap wood, 
then use the Dremel tool to create a hole in 
the top center of the tile  
(fig. 11).

STEP 10: Create a bail: Use the eye pin to 
string the hole in the tile. Use your fingers to 
bend the eye pin into a U shape so the eye 
of the pin stands about " above the top of 
the tile. Use chain-nose pliers to grasp the 
eye of the pin while you wrap the tail of the 
pin around itself, beneath the eye of the pin, 
with your fingers.

aSSeMble tHe Necklace 

STEP 11: String the pendant: Attach one 
mm jump ring to the pendant’s bail, then 

string the chain through the jump ring  
(fig. 12).

STEP 12: Add the clasp: Use one mm 
jump ring to attach the clasp to one end of 
the chain. Attach the mm jump ring to the 
other end of the chain. 

8 9
10

1211

Out of necessity, EllENE mcclAy started using her creativity to make things when she was  
very young. As she got older, being resourceful continued to be an important part of her life.  
She enjoys designing and sewing clothing and making all kinds of jewelry and fashion accessories.  
View her work at www.deciduoussoul.etsy.com, or contact her at ellenemcclay@yahoo.com.

resources: K&Company Que Sera Sera decorative paper in blue, green, and floral print: 
K&Company or Michaels. A.T.C. Collection Calligraphy Paper Pad (tiny-text decorative paper):  
Leisure Arts. DecoArt DuraClear varnish and Elmer’s white craft glue: Hobby Lobby. 

TiP
Don’t want to buy the game 
Scrabble just to use one tile? 
Find used Scrabble tiles at 
thrift stores or on eBay.
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cool, No-tool bracelet
BY LINDA LARSEN

no tools were used in the creation of this 
supercool bracelet! the designer simply 

decorated a purchased leather bracelet with 
charms, wire, and ribbon for a signature wrist 
accessory.

F i n i s H e d  s i z e : 
o n e  s i z e  F i t s  a l l

TiP
Think outside the box when 
deciding what to use for your 
charm. instead of a glass ring 
inside of a bezel, try a broken 
earring, a monogram, or a 
cluster of favorite beads.

http://www.jewelrymakingdaily.com
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1 2 3 4

Materials

  1 pale blue 10mm African  
glass donut

  2 transparent dusty pink 12mm 
German glass rings

  1 sterling silver 20×23mm 
sunburst bezel charm/pendant

  4 oxidized sterling silver 20-gauge 
3" head pins

  15" of silk organza, torn into a 
15mm wide strip

wide leather double-wrap 
bracelet with magnetic clasp

  multipurpose glue

attacH tHe Silk aNd cHaRM

 STEP 1: Tie on the silk: Wrap the bracelet 
twice around your wrist, centering the clasp 
on the underside of your wrist. Make a small 
mark with your fingernail to indicate where 
the center of one of the bracelet strands is on 
the top of your wrist. Use the silk to tie a lark’s 
head knot over the fingernail mark (fig. 1).

 STEP 2: Assemble the charm: Dab the 
outside edge of one side of the blue donut 
with glue, then insert it in the bezel charm/
pendant, glued side down (fig. 2). Let dry. 

 STEP 3: Attach the charm to the bracelet: 
Use one end of the silk to string the charm 
up to the bracelet. Wrap both ends of the 
silk around the center  of bracelet (fig. 3), 
leaving a  tail on both ends. Use the silk ends 
to tie an overhand knotin the center of the 
wrapped silk, above the charm (fig. 4).  
If desired, tuck one of the silk tails in the 
wrapped silk, as done here.

resources: contact your local bead shop  
Glass components, bezel charm/pendant, silk, finished leather bracelet, 
and head pins: objects and elements.

lINDA lARSEN has spent many years creating anything and  
everything that has color and texture. Fashion has always been a  
keen interest of hers, and after making her first piece of jewelry,  
she was hooked. Linda is business partners with Susan Lenart Kazmer,  
with whom she is working on publishing a book, starting a wholesale 
line of jewelry, and going to the south of France to teach metal arts. 
Reach Linda at linda@susanlenartkazmer.net.

TiP
instead of using silver head 
pins to wrap around the 
ribbon, use a mixture of metal 
wires. Another reason to hang 
onto those scraps of wire!

5 6

eMbelliSH witH RiNgS aNd wiRe

 STEP 4: Attach the glass rings: Use one end of 
the leather bracelet to string  glass ring up to the 
charm (fig. 5). Repeat using the other end of the 
bracelet and the other glass ring.

 STEP 5: Wrap head pins around the ribbon 
ends: Use your fingers to wrap  head pin around 
one end of the  silk-wrapped area of the 
bracelet (fig. 6); repeat to wrap another head pin 
in the same place. Repeat entire step to wrap the 
remaining  head pins around the other end of 
the silk-wrapped area. Tuck the ends of the head 
pins into the head-pin wraps. 

11⁄2"

1 black 14-1⁄2" purchased 6mm

1

1"

2

11⁄2"
1
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Musical 
Note 
earrings

Materials
• 20-gauge dark annealed steel wire, 2'
• Diamond Glaze or ICE Resin
• Antique sheet music

Tools
•  Fine grit foam sanding block,  

cut in half
• Flush cutters
• Chain nose pliers
•  Narrow nose pliers with teeth  

(hardware store)
• Round nose pliers
• Ball peen hammer
• Bench block
• Bench pillow
• Tape measure
• Ring mandrel
• Paintbrush
• Scissors
• Pencil

as a jewelry artist who also loves paint, paper and collage, i have a passion for 
including non-traditional elements in my pieces. the challenge is sometimes 

figuring out how to accomplish that without compromising delicate materials such as 
antique paper. these earrings are an easy project reminiscent of the shape of musical 
notes with the theme reflected in the paper from an antique hymnal. try this project 
with other kinds of wire; copper, brass, sterling or fine silver. Patina must be applied to 
metal before creating the earrings.

Collage technique and wire.
BY DERYN MENTOCK
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resources: Dark annealed steel wire  
can be found at hardware stores, including 
Ace Hardware, and at Ace Hardware’s  
online outlet store.  

 
orIgInally publIshed In step by step wIre jewelry, february/march 2010
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STEP 1: Cut two 1' lengths of wire. Clean by  
running each end between two pieces of fine  
grit foam sanding block. 

STEP 2: Make a wrapped loop, wrapping the 
wire around the loop about four times. Flatten 
the end the of the loop on the bench block. 

STEP 3: About ¾" from the bottom of the 
wrapped loop, bend the wire to a right angle. 
Using a ring mandrel, shape the wire into  
a large loop. 

STEP 4: Use pliers (with teeth) to hold the large 
loop, and loosely coil the wire end up toward the 
first, small loop. Trim the wire. 

STEP 5: Flatten the end of the wire you just 
trimmed. Use round nose pliers to shape and 
tuck the flattened end in. 

STEP 6: Flatten the large loop.

STEP 7: Trace a circle, slightly larger than  
the large loop, on antique sheet music, and  
cut it out. 

STEP 8: Coat the paper circle with Diamond 
Glaze using a paint brush. Affix it to the un-
derside of the large loop. Add more Diamond 
Glaze to the front and the back of the paper 
circle. Allow it to dry between coats. Add three 
or four coats, making sure to include the edges. 
Attach the earwires. 

DERyN mENTock has been creating art all 
her life with a special passion for jewelry design. 
She enjoys teaching nationally and is a design 
team member for Susan Lenart Kazmer’s Objects 
and Elements. Her jewelry and artwork has been 
featured in numerous books and publications. 
You can contact her at mocknet@sbcglobal.net 
and see more of her work at her blog  
somethingsublime.typepad.com and at her 
online store mocknet.etsy.com.

http://www.jewelrymakingdaily.com
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glue decorative paper to one side of a 
small glass tile, add a bail, and you’ve 

got a signature art pendant ready to be in-
corporated into a necklace, as shown here.

cherry 
blossom  
bauble
BY ANNE ENGELHARDT

F i n i s H e d  s i z e :  1 7 "

TiP
The paper used in this project is washi 
paper, a type of Japanese decorative 
paper that is durable and available  
in a wide variety of colors, patterns, 
and thicknesses.

Materials

   51 matte metallic chocolate  
size 11° seed beads

   14 lime 4mm pressed-glass rounds

   1 pale blue 14mm 2-hole button

   6 seafoam 6mm epoxy-plated brass disc 
charms

   1 glass 23mm tile

   1 silver-plated 6×16mm  
glue-on bail

   1 sterling silver 3×6mm cord end

   6 natural brass 5mm jump rings

   4" of seafoam 20mm silk ribbon

   12" of brown 2mm leather cord

   10" of green size 4 silk beading cord with 
attached needle

   3" of gunmetal 24-gauge  
craft wire 

   2 pieces of decorative paper

   scrap paper

   multipurpose glue

   multipurpose adhesive

   dish soap

Tools 

   scissors

   ¼" flat paintbrush

   toothpick

orIgInally publIshed In handcrafted jewelry, 2009
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Make tHe PeNdaNt 

STEP 1: Clean the glass tile: Wash the glass tile 
with dish soap and hot water. Let dry completely.

STEP 2: Prepare the paper: Use scissors to cut 
a square out of one piece of paper that is about 
¼" larger (on all sides) than the glass tile; repeat 
using the other piece of paper. One piece of 
paper will be used for the front of the pendant, 
while the other will be used for the back. Use the 
paintbrush to apply multipurpose glue to the 
back side of one of the pieces of paper, then press 
the two pieces of paper together, back to back 
(fig. 1). Place the double-sided paper, front side 
up, on the scrap paper.

STEP 3: Adhere the paper to the glass tile: 
Apply  small dots of glue to the back of the 
glass tile, one dot in each corner and one dot in 
the middle (fig. 2). note: Choose the rougher 
side of the glass tile, if there is one, as the back. 
Gently press the glass tile, glued side down, onto 
the piece of double-sided paper; the glue will 
ooze out the sides (fig. 3). Use the paintbrush to 
clean up all the glue that has oozed out, making 
sure not to move the glass tile around on the 
paper (fig. 4). Let dry, then use scissors to trim 
the paper as close as possible to the glass tile. Use 
the paintbrush to apply a thin coat of glue to the 
back of the pendant. Let dry.

STEP 4: Add the bail: Use a toothpick to apply 
small dots of multipurpose adhesive to the front 
(grafted) side of the bail, making sure to get a bit 
of the adhesive just beneath the loop of the bail 
(fig. 5). Adhere the bail to the back-center of the 
pendant (fig. 6). Let dry at least 24 hours.

1
2 3 4 5

TiPS
Photo or other glossy paper will 
not work because the glue will 
not stick to it.

if necessary, use an emery board 
to smooth out rough spots on 
the glass tile.

if you make a mistake, start over 
by placing the glass tile in boiling 
water for about 5 minutes. All 
the paper, lacquer, and/or 
adhesive will come right off. 
Make sure to boil the water in an 
old pot that isn’t used for food.

Make tHe Necklace 

STEP 5: Create a clasp loop: Use one end of the 
leather to create a loop large enough to fit around 
the button. Use the craft wire to wrap around 
the fold as many times as possible, tucking the 
ends of the wire into the wraps (fig. 7).

STEP 6: Attach the cord end: Dab the 
unlooped end of the leather cord with multi-
purpose glue, then insert it into the cord end. 
Let dry.

STEP 7: Attach the silk cord to the cord end: 
Attach the needleless end of the silk cord to the 
cord end using several overhand knots. Dab the 
knots with multipurpose adhesive; let dry, then 
trim the cord (fig. 8).

STEP 8: String the beads: Attach 1 jump ring 
to 1 seafoam disc charm; repeat five times for a 
total of 6 disc charms. Use the needle of the silk 
cord to string {5 seed beads, 1 lime round, 1 disc 
charm, and 1 lime round} three times. String 5 
seed beads, 1 lime round, 3 seed beads, the bail 
of the pendant, and 1 lime round. String {5 seed 
beads, 1 lime round, 1 disc charm, and 1 lime 
round} three times. String 10 seed beads, one 
hole of the button, and 3 seed beads. Pass the 
needle back through the other hole of the but-
ton, then form several overhand knots beneath 
the button. Dab the knots with multipurpose 
adhesive; let dry, then trim the cord (fig. 9).

STEP 9: Add the bow: Use the silk ribbon to tie 
a bow over the cord end, hiding the knots that 
attach the silk to the cord end (fig. 10). 

7 8
9

6 10

resources: contact your local bead shop  
Seed beads, jump rings, silk cord, and craft wire: 
FusionBeads.com. Epoxy-coated disc charms, 
leather cord, and cord end: Fire Mountain Gems 
and Beads. Glass tile, glue-on bail, washi paper, 
Dimensional Lacquer multipurpose glue,  
E6000 multipurpose adhesive, and pendant kits:  
CraftFantastic.com. Ribbon: Silk Painting Is Fun.

ANNE ENGElHARDT is a designer-artist who 
loves paper. She lives in New Mexico, where she 
hikes with her dogs, Fig and Daisy Mae. Over the 
past twenty years, Anne has traveled to exotic  
locales in search of fine paper and the artisans  
who make it. Her designs and artwork have influ-
enced and been featured in many major collections 
and publications. She has also taught paper-and 
book-art workshops across the country.

5
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Rain Forest bangle
BY CANDIE COOPER

turn an ordinary wood bangle into something  
extraordinary by painting, burning, and drilling it. 

even your doodling skills will be called upon as this  
bracelet requires colored-pencil accents!

F i n i s H e d  s i z e :  
o n e  s i z e  F i t s  a l l

Materials

  2 mottled green 8×3mm pressed-glass 
spiral coins

  1 gold-trimmed clear 14×16mm 
pressed-glass oval

  1 bone 19×21mm dragonfly bead

  1 peach 15mm mother-of-pearl  
2-hole button

bangle with 5 flat, oval facets

  8 brass 4mm heishi spacers

  1 brass 4×3mm corrugated rondelle

  2 silver 6mm domed spacers

  1 bronze 7×17mm leaf charm

  5 antique brass 24-gauge 1" head pins

  colored pencils

  chartreuse, red, rust, aqua, and  
brown acrylic paint 

  semi-satin acrylic varnish

  jewelry cement

Tools

  small paintbrushes

  woodburning tool with  
attachments

  Dremel tool with #67 drill bit

  chain- or flat-nose pliers

  fine-point permanent marker

orIgInally publIshed In handcrafted jewelry, 2009

7-1⁄2" of gold 20-gauge craft wire

1 wood 2-5⁄8" (interior diameter)
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PaiNt tHe baNgle 

STEP 1: Apply a base coat of paint: Use a paint-
brush to apply the acrylic paint to the bangle as 
desired. Here, chartreuse paint was used on the 
exterior, red and rust on the exterior facets, and 
brown on the interior. Let dry.

STEP 2: Add dry-brush accents: For more 
texture, dip a dry paintbrush in brown paint, wipe 
most of it off, then lightly brush over the surfaces 
of the bangle; let dry. Repeat using aqua paint.

bURN tHe baNgle 

STEP 3: Create polka dots around the bangle’s 
facets: Fit the wood-burning tool with a round-
point attachment. Working in a well-ventilated 
area, turn the tool on and hold the point on the 
edge of one of the bangle’s facets long enough to 
create a dark dot. Repeat around the same facet 
to add a polka-dot border. Repeat around all the 
bangle’s facets.

STEP 4: Score the edges of the bangle: Turn the 
wood-burning tool off and, once cool, replace the 
round-point attachment with a straight-edged 
attachment. Turn the tool on and mak
score marks, abou
bottom edges of the bangle (fig. 1).

2 31
resources : contact your local bead shop  
Dragonfly bead and metal spacers: Fire 
Mountain Gems and Beads. Spiral beads: 
Chevron Trading Post & Bead Co. Head pins: 
Ornamentea. Craft wire: Beadalon (wholesale 
only). Pressed-glass ovals, Folk Art by Plaid 
Enterprises acrylic paints (Engine Red, 
Terra Cotta, Fresh Foliage, and Coffee Bean), 
varnish, and Dazzle-Tac by Beacon Adhesives 
multipurpose adhesive: Michaels. Woodburn-
ing Versa Tool: Walnut Hollow.

6

TiPS
Always be careful when using 
power tools. Wear protective 
eyewear and watch your fingers!

A scrap piece of wood is handy for 
testing to see if the wood-burning 
tool is up to temperature or to try 
out different attachments.

4 5

cANDIE cooPER is a trained metalsmith 
and accomplished author with a passion for 
combining unique materials and colors in-
spired by extensive travel and her years living 
in China. For a further look into her creative 
life, please visit www.candiecooper.com.

eMbelliSH tHe baNgle 

STEP 5: Doodle on the bangle: Use a variety 
of colored pencils to draw stripes, scallops, and 
curlicues all over the bangle (fig. 2). note: Make 
sure the paint is totally dry before doodling—the 
pencils will scratch and smear semi-wet paint. 
When finished, use a paintbrush to apply two 
coats of varnish to the bangle (fig. 3); let dry.

STEP 6: Prepare the pressed-glass and dragonfly 
beads for application: String 1 heishi spacer, 1 
spiral coin, the corrugated rondelle, 1 spiral coin, 
and 1 heishi spacer to the center of on  
piece of wire. Use chain- or flat-nose pliers to cre-
ate 90° bends next to the end beads. Position the 
beaded wire in the center of one of the bangle’s 
facets, then use the marker to mark where holes 
should be drilled to embed the wire. Repeat 
entire step twice, first using 1 heishi spacer, the 
pressed-glass oval, and 1 heishi spacer, then using 
1 heishi spacer, the dragonfly bead, and 1 heishi 
spacer (fig. 4).

STEP 7: Prepare the button and leaf charm for 
application: Use 1 head pin to string 1 heishi 
spacer and one hole of the button; repeat using 
the other hole of the button. *Center the button 
over one of the blank bangle facets, then use the 
marker to mark where holes should be drilled to 
embed the head pins.** Use 1 head pin to string 
the leaf charm; repeat from* to ** using the leaf. 

Use 1 head pin to string 1 domed spacer, then 
use the marker to mark its position to one side of 
the leaf; repeat using the other domed spacer.

STEP 8: Drill holes and insert embellishments: 
Use the Dremel tool to drill holes all the way 
through the bangle where indicated in Steps 6 
and 7 (fig. 5). Insert the beaded wires or head 
pins into their intended holes and trim the tails 
of each so that onl
bangle; remove the wires and head pins from the 
holes. Apply a small amount of jewelry cement 
to the wires and head pins, as well as to the back 
sides (the sides that will lie against the bangle) 
of all the beads, charms, and spacers strung on 
them, then re-insert the wires and head pins into 
their intended holes. Use the chain- or flat-nose 
pliers to help you fold the protruding wire and 
head pin ends flat against the interior of the 
bangle, like staples (fig. 6). 

t 1⁄4" apart, along the top and
e 1⁄8" long

e 2-1⁄2"

y 1⁄8" is protruding inside the
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 |  Tools & Supplies
• 20-gauge copper wire, 24"

• Big-hole lampwork bead, 2

• Small big-hole copper bead, 2

• Sari silk ribbon, 24"

• Chain-nose pliers

• Round-nose pliers

• Flush cutters

• Scissors

RESOURCES: Lampwork beads: Beadaddicts 
.etsy.com. Sari silk: jmozart.etsy.com.

aladdin’s lamp
BY Kristi Bowman-Gruel

I loved how this ribbon helped make these beads pop! 
So long as your beads have large enough holes to accommodate 
the ribbon, these are a cinch to make. For smaller holed beads, 
try some thinner fibers.

skill level  beginner/intermediate

Beautiful SARI RIBBONS 
                combine with glowing  
          lampwork beads. 

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN STEP BY STEP WIRE JEWELRY, 2013
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1. Thread both beads onto 1 to 2 Sari ribbons. I was able to fit 
2 strands through, with my beads fitting nice and snug. Push 
both beads up a couple of inches from the end of the ribbon. 

2. Make a 90-degree bend in the wire, about 1" from one end, 
using chain-nose pliers. Start wrapping the wire around the 
ribbon using the extra 1” to hold on to and give you leverage 
while you’re wrapping the long end around the ribbon. 

3. Wrap 10 times, or as many as you like. You can make the 
wraps nice and smooth or rough and rustic like I have. Thread 
the wire through the big-hole copper and lampwork beads. 
Snug the beads up to the existing wrapped wire then wrap 
the straight wire around the ribbon, above the lampwork bead, 
working your way up. 

4. Make about 5 wraps, then carefully begin to clip off the sari 
silk. Continue to wrap once or twice more. 

5. With round-nose pliers, make a wrapped loop, above 
the end of the ribbon. Cut the wire end and tuck it under the 
wrapped wire.

1

2 3a

3b

4

5
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6. Slowly cut away the ribbon on the other 
end, leaving about 1/4", and cutting the 
ribbon at odd angles to give it a rough and 
tattered look.

7. Wrap the tail wire around the ribbon 1 or 2 
more times, if necessary. Cut the wire end and 
tuck it under the wrapped wire, so everything 
is nice and smooth. Clean up any unwanted 
threads and attach the ear wire. Repeat Steps 
1 through 7 for the second earring.

KRISTI BOWMAN-
GRUEL's focus has been 
creating jewelry and components 
since 2008. She prefers working 
in Precious Metal Clay, which 
has evolved from silver to bronze 
to primarily copper these days. 
Lately, she has been making her 
own shapes and textures, and this 
has really opened up her creativity. 
In her designs, she use her own 
components paired with handmade 
glass and ceramic and polymer clay. 

6a

7

6b
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 | Tools & Supplies
• Found tin (an old tobacco tin)

• 16-gauge copper wire, 7–8"

•  19-gauge steel binding wire OR 
18-gauge copper wire, 1 1/2"

• 24-gauge binding wire/steel wire, 12'

• 20-gauge 8mm jump rings, 11 

• Glass dagger or drop beads, 9

• Gunmetal chain, 18"

• 15mm lobster clasp

• Round-nose pliers

• Chain-nose pliers

• Bent-nose pliers

• Flush cutters

• Bench block

• Nylon hammer

• Utility scissors

• Center punch

• Awl or hole punch pliers

• Scrap piece of wood

• Ball-peen hammer

• Flat file

• Coarse grit sandpaper

• Fine grit sandpaper

• Pro-Polish Pad (optional)

• Ruler

• Matte acrylic spray

• Garden gloves

• Torch (optional)

• Flux (optional)

• Solder (optional)

• Fire brick (optional)

• Bowl of water (optional)

RESOURCES: Glass dagger beads: Beadcats, 
beadcats.com. 

my li’l’ red dress
BY Christine Dunbar

This design is a great way to use found, vintage, thrift 
store, or even beverage tins. You can cut out any design with 
ordinary utility scissors for a great focal piece.

Easy metalsmithing using 

RECYCLED metal  
and shears!

skill level  beginner/intermediate

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN STEP BY STEP WIRE JEWELRY, AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2012
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1. Thoroughly wash and dry any found tin. Put on the 
gloves. Using utility scissors, cut out your shape. (Trace 
this photo and make it the size you desire.) Flatten the 
tin with a nylon hammer and bench block. Smooth the 
cut edges with coarse sandpaper. Using a center punch, 
randomly place dents around the edge to mark the places 
for holes.

2. With a ball-peen hammer and awl, make holes at the 
marks, using a scrap piece of wood to protect your work 
surface. Use a flat file to smooth the rough edges from 
the awl on the reverse side of the piece. 

3. Flush cut the 16g wire slightly longer than needed to 
frame the tin; leave a slight overlap for wire wrapping. 
Wire wrap the ends to hold the frame shape, or solder 
closed, if desired. 

4. Clean all of the 24g steel binding wire with fine 
sandpaper or a Pro-Polish pad. Flush cut a comfortable 
length of wire and begin lashing the tin to the frame, 
filling every hole and covering the frame with wraps in 
between the holes. Add wire as needed. 

1a

1b

2b

2a

3

4b

4a
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5. To make the bail, flush cut a 1 1/2" piece 
of 19g steel binding wire (or 18g copper 
wire). Using the back of the round-nose 
pliers, make a loop at one end of the wire. 
Reposition the wire to make another loop 
in the opposite direction on the other end. 
Flush cut any excess wire. Use the ball-peen 
hammer and bench block to flatten the 
S-shape. Reform the loops if necessary. 

6. Attach the bail to the top, wrapped 
portion of frame. Spray the entire piece with 
matte acrylic spray to preserve the tin and 
to prevent the steel wire from rusting.

7. To make the “slip” for the dress, open the 
jump rings and attach a glass dagger or drop 
bead to each jump ring. Attach the jump 
rings to the wrapped wire frame around the 
bottom of the dress; close the jump rings. 
Cut the chain to your desired length and 
feed it through the bail. Attach the lobster 
clasp to one end of the chain with a jump 
ring and attach another jump ring to the 
other end of the chain.

Try This! Cut smaller pieces of tin for  
earrings or bracelet components and wrap 
them with seed beads. 

CHRISTINE TERHAAR 
DUNBAR lives in Scotts 
Mills, OR, in the beautiful Pacific 
Northwest, finding inspiration right 
outside her door. A self-taught 
jewelry designer, she has gone 
from stringing to off-loom weaving, 
wirework, wire wrapping, fold form-
ing, cold connections, and riveting. 
She is currently learning what 
heat does to wire and metal, and 
venturing into soldering. Christine 
displays her wares at the Wooden 
Shoe Tulip Fest in Woodburn, OR. 
See more of her work at sewbilly.
esty.com or contact Christine at 
sewbillydesigns@gmail.com. 

6

5b5a

7
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https://www.facebook.com/JewelryMakingDaily

http://www.pinterest.com/jewelrydaily/

https://twitter.com/JewelMakinDaily

More Resources:

click here

Book

click here

DVD

click here

DVD

http://www.jewelrymakingdaily.com
http://twitter.com/JewelMakinDaily
http://www.pinterest.com/jewelrydaily/
http://www.facebook.com/jewelrymakingdaily/
http://www.interweavestore.com/the-jewelry-architect
http://www.interweavestore.com/intro-to-leather-jewelry-making-dvd
http://www.interweavestore.com/make-vintage-and-upcycled-jewelry-dvd
http://www.jewelrymakingdaily.com
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